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Deep-Seated Gravitational Slope Deformations (DSGSD) comprise a collection of slow and complex deforming processes driven by gravity, which involve entire slopes over long time intervals.

The Pisciotta DSGSD represents a noteworthy example. Located along the coast of the Tyrrhenian Sea in the south of Italy, the DSGSD has been known since the 1960s. Its westward movement towards the Fiumicello Riverbed manifested from the second half of the eighties [3], with mean rates of approximately 1 m/year. Significant movements affected the S444 road, connecting the Ascea and Piscicottanapole and crossing the DSGSD mass at its middle height, which suffered continuous planimetric and altimetric distortions, cracking and bulging of the pavement, and tilting of guardrails and retaining walls. The progressive sliding also affected the Salerno-Reggio Calabria railway tunnel, running on two distinct sediments and crossing the Fiumicello torrent.

The kinematics, spatial, and temporal behavior of the Pisciotta DSGSD were partly investigated by a few studies [3-7]. Therefore, we collected and analyzed data of different nature to assess the long and short-term spatial and temporal behavior of the Pisciotta DSGSD and its interaction with nearby infrastructures. We first collected geomorphological information such as structural data, high-resolution orthomosaics, and Digital Surface Models (DSM) employing Drone investigations. We then exploited high-resolution optical imagery and Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) satellite data from the Sentinel-1 satellite mission to assess the long- and short-term kinematics of the DSGSD body. Optical data from 1943 to 2022 were exploited by means of digital stereoscopy and Digital Image Correlation (DIC) analysis. SAR data were processed through the Small Baseline Subset (SBS) multi-temporal method of Differential SAR Interferometry [6] to obtain ground displacement maps and displacement time series from September 2016 to October 2021. The interpretation of such data has been assisted by ancillary information consisting of topographic maps at different scales, airborne LiDAR data, and ground-based measurements such as rainfall data, boreholes, and inclinometric measurements. All these data were exploited by analytical approaches to provide the best estimate of the DSGSD failure surface(s) and volume and assess its current kinematics.

All these data and analyses fully described the long- and short-term DSGSD evolution and kinematics. The in-situ surveys and the morphological analysis of historical aerial images allow inferring the onset of the DSGSD movement at approximately the middle of the second quarter of the twentieth century. The causes of the triggering of the movement are ascribable to the progressive weathering of flysch rocks with interbedded clay-rich layers composing the DSGSD mass, which produced a progressive movement of the slope towards the Fiumicello torrent, often accelerated by strong rainfall events. River erosion is exclusive since the DSGSD is very close to the Fiumicello mouth, as well as anthropogenic forcings can be excluded since the even railway line was built before the onset of the slope movement approximately in 1899, while the odd railway track was built between 1955 and 1969 when the slope movement was still active.

From then on, we identify a first period during which the DSGSD experienced a gradual increase in displacement rate as observed by the analysis of the deformations suffered by the SR444 road. During this stage, the DSGSD expanded mainly to the southwest and developed several discrete structures, such as primary and secondary scarps, counterscarps, and linear cracks with strike-slip kinematics. The DSGSD reached maximum displacement rates in the 2006-2011 period, with mean horizontal displacement rates up to 150 cm/y as testified by inclinometric measurements performed at the end of 2009, but without undergoing a rapid collapse. Instead, the progressive stress redistribution and change of relief energy caused a gradual decrease in the displacement rate from 2006 to 2025, as testified by DIC-derived horizontal displacements, vertical displacements computed from height difference of available Digital Elevation Models (DEM) between 1990 and 2021, and SAR-derived vertical and horizontal (E-W) displacement rates. If such a trend is confirmed, we should expect a gradual decrease in the displacement rate until the DSGSD can eventually stop. From a spatial point of view, the observed vertical and horizontal displacement patterns are often associated with rotational sliding. Still, translational sliding can also produce similar patterns when the slip surface is not aligned with the slope. In the latter case, the apparent vertical collapse at the landslide head relates to the opening of the landslide trench, while the uplift at the toe results from lateral slope motion. Our case is in between. The DSGSD head is affected by vertical movements, probably caused by rotational sliding. Otherwise, the uplift measured at the toe should correspond to the vertical motion of the DSGSD. Therefore, we argue that the slope moves mainly along a rotational-translational deep detachment, with several secondary shallow discrete surfaces acting as secondary detachments, as testified by inclinometric measurements.

To quantitatively understand the DSGSD behavior and its potential effects on the adjacent infrastructures, we interpreted the observed displacements through analytical approaches to reconstruct the DSGSD deep basal shear surface and volume, according to the procedure proposed by Prajapati and Jaboyedoff [7]. The obtained basal shear surface shows that the DSGSD mass reaches a maximum thickness of approximately 85 m and a volume of roughly 6.2x10^6 m^3, which is consistent with surface area-volume empirical estimates from the literature [8, 9]. Furthermore, an apparent interference is observed with the odd railway tunnel, which intercepts the DSGSD toe for approximately 60-80 meters.
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